FRIDAY- ELECTRICAL

Inspection Request Summary
Knoxville, TN - City Of

10-06-2022
2:03 pm

Address: 1101 W OLDHAM AVE KNOX
Activity: EL21-3239 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: Chris Latham 865-223-8402 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: NCOM Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 128 WEST GLENWOOD AVE KNOX
Activity: EL22-1637 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: key box code 1247 Abel Lupescu 865-333-2696 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALSF Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 2116 SANDRA DR KNOX
Activity: EL22-2674 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-Other
Comment: Gurnee Barrett 865-919-4132 Request for inspection of item #460
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ELMA Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 10903 TURKEY DR KNOX
Activity: EL22-1840 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: BJ Best 865-879-8870 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALCO Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 10903 TURKEY DR KNOX
Activity: EL22-1840 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: lv lighting BJ Best 865-679-8870 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: LVPL Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 250 MORRELL RD KNOX
Activity: EL22-2322 Type: ELEC
Item: 420 Elec-Wall Rough-in
Comment: Front Wall Shane Cummings 931-434-3386 Request for inspection of item #420
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALCO Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 11065 PARKSIDE DR KNOX
Activity: EL22-2350 Type: ELEC
Item: 430 Elec-Ceiling Rough-in
Comment: Jeremiah 865-292-7669 Request for inspection of item #430
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALCO Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 515 MARKET ST KNOX
Activity: EL22-0986 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: Chris Latham 865-223-8402 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALCO Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 2980 SEVIER AVE KNOX
Activity: EL22-2201 Type: ELEC
Item: 420 Elec-Wall Rough-in
Comment: call kevin kevin 865-439-9342 Request for inspection of item #420
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: RMFR Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 5405 WASHINGTON PIKE KNOX
Activity: EL22-1179 Type: ELEC
Item: 450 Elec-FINAL
Comment: Kitchen final Nate Dennison 731-619-9242 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ALCO Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 4606 BLUE DIAMOND WAY KNOX
Activity: EL22-1476 Type: ELEC
Item: 400 Elec-Slab
Comment: AM, pour after lunc Josh Helton 865-771-7119 Request for inspection of item #400
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: NMFR Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM

Address: 2329 JEFFERSON AVE KNOX
Activity: EL22-2683 Type: ELEC
Item: 490 Elec-FINAL
Comment: PANEL CHANGE OUT SHANE 865-407-7842 Request for inspection of item #490
Requested Inspect Date: 10/07/2022
Sub Type: ELMA Status: OPEN
Requested Time: 10:00 AM